Product Maintenance Procedures
CHANGE / CLEAN A TAP CARTRIDGE
Single Lever Basin Mono (Deck or wall mounted)
Freestanding Bath Shower Mixer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Isolate the hot and cold water supply.
Test that both water supplies have been isolated correctly by moving the tap lever to the fully open position
Remove small chrome cover cap over grub screw*.
Remove grub screw with Hex key.
Lift off tap lever.
Remove chrome shroud.
Use adjustable, 26mm or 30mm spanner (depending on cartridge size) to remove brass holding nut
Remove cartridge from housing.
If cleaning, rinse cartridge under a good flow of water, opening and closing cartridge to allow water
to access the internals. You may also wish to soak the cartridge in de-scaler.
Inspect tap housing for debris and clean with a cloth if necessary.
Apply a silicone based lubricant to the O-rings on the base of the cartridge body.
Replace cartridge in the tap housing, ensuring that it is seated correctly.
Repeat steps 1-7 in reverse to re-install, checking for leaks.

*For all products in the Vine and Luca ranges the lever must first be
unscrewed by hand to access the grub screw

CHANGE / CLEAN A TAP CARTRIDGE
Double Lever Basin Mono (Deck or Wall Mounted)
Pair Basin Taps
Pair Bath Taps
Deck Mounted Bath Filler
Deck Mounted Bath Shower Mixer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Isolate the hot and cold water supply.
Test that both water supplies have been isolated correctly by turning the lever to the fully open position.
Remove indices or lever.
Use star head screwdriver to remove screw holding cartridges in place*, or Hex key to remove grub screw where applicable.
Lift off tap lever.
Remove chrome shroud**.
Use adjustable, 15mm or 17mm spanner (depending on cartridge size) to remove cartridge from housing.
If cleaning, rinse cartridge under a good flow of water, opening and closing cartridge to
allow water to access the internals. You may also wish to soak the cartridge in de-scaler.
9.
Inspect tap housing for debris and clean with a cloth if necessary.
10. Apply a silicone based lubricant to the O-rings on the base of the cartridge body.
11. Replace cartridge in the tap housing, ensuring that it is seated correctly.
12. Repeat steps 1-7 in reverse to re-install, checking for leaks.
*For Hail basin mono lever (H-BML) tap, first screw off the lever from the handle, then use a Hex key to remove securing grub
screw. Proceed from step 5. **Not applicable on all ranges.
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CHANGE / CLEAN A THERMOSTATIC SHOWER CARTRIDGE
Luca Drench (Exposed valve)
Encore Drench
Luca Bar Valve
Eco Bar Valve
Luca Thermostatic Bath Shower Mixer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Isolate the hot and cold water supply.
Test that both water supplies have been isolated correctly by turning the flow valve fully clockwise
and then fully anti-clockwise.
Remove the end cap on the right side of the shower valve*.
Use star head screwdriver to remove screw holding cover in place.
Remove temperature stop ring.
Loosen cartridge with adjustable spanner and slide out from valve housing (on older models use Hex key to
loosen grub screw on the base of the valve and slide cartridge out from valve housing).
If cleaning, rinse cartridge under a good flow of water, opening and closing cartridge to
allow water to access the internals. You may also wish to soak the cartridge in de-scaler.
Inspect valve housing for debris and clean with a cloth if necessary.
Apply a silicone based lubricant to the O-rings on the outside of the cartridge body.
Screw cartridge in place and spanner tighten (or replace cartridge in valve housing and tighten grub screw on older models).
To re-calibrate, un-isolate both water supplies and check for leaks.
Replace cover and turn the valve clockwise to the fully cold position.
Place a thermometer under the water flow and gradually turn the valve anti-clockwise until you achieve 38°C.
Remove the cover and replace the temperature stop ring with the stopper at the top
centre (see image). Take care to ensure the cartridge position is not adjusted.
Replace the cover with the stop button also at top centre.
Repeat steps 1-4 in reverse to re-install.
*This will either be a large disc covering the end of the valve, or a small disc in the centre or
bottom of the valve, depending on model installed.

CHANGE / CLEAN A SHOWER FLOW VALVE
Luca Drench
Encore Drench
Luca Bar Valve
Eco Bar Valve
Luca Thermostatic Bath Shower Mixer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Isolate the hot and cold water supply.
Test that both water supplies have been isolated correctly by turning the flow valve fully
clockwise and then fully anti-clockwise.
Remove the end cap on the left side of the shower valve*.
Use star head screwdriver to remove screw holding the cover in place.
Use adjustable or 17mm spanner to remove cartridge from housing.
If cleaning, rinse cartridge under a good flow of water, opening and closing cartridge to allow water
to access the internals. You may also wish to soak the cartridge in de-scaler.
Inspect tap housing for debris and clean with a cloth if necessary.
Apply a silicone based lubricant to the O-rings on the outside of the cartridge body.
Repeat steps 1-5 in reverse to re-install, checking for leaks.

*This will either be a large disc covering the end of the valve, or a small disc in the centre
or bottom of the valve, depending on model installed.
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CHANGE / CLEAN A THERMOSTATIC SHOWER CARTRIDGE
Luca Concealed Valve Range (Concealed Valve)
Encore Concealed Valve Range
Rain Concealed Valve Range
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Isolate the hot and cold water supply.
Test that both water supplies have been isolated correctly by turning the flow valve fully clockwise and then fully anti-clockwise.
Remove the cover cap on the bottom of the temperature control handle.
Remove grub screw and slide off handle.
Remove temperature stop ring.
Unscrew all chrome collars holding brass plate.
Slide off brass plate.
Unscrew and remove thermostat from valve body.
If cleaning, rinse cartridge under a good flow of water, opening and closing cartridge to
allow water to access the internals. You may also wish to soak the cartridge in de-scaler.
Inspect valve housing for debris and clean with a cloth if necessary.
Apply a silicone based lubricant to the O-rings on the outside of the cartridge body.
Replace cartridge in valve housing and tighten in place.
To re-calibrate, un-isolate both water supplies and check for leaks.
Replace handle and turn the valve clockwise to the fully cold position.
Place a thermometer under the water flow and gradually turn the valve anti-clockwise
until you achieve 38°C.
Remove the handle and replace the temperature stop ring with the stopper at the top centre
(see image). Take care to ensure the cartridge position is not adjusted.
Replace the handle with the stop button also at top centre.
Repeat steps 1-8 in reverse to re-install.

CHANGE / CLEAN A SHOWER FLOW VALVE
Drift Drench
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Isolate the hot and cold water supply.
Test that both water supplies have been isolated correctly by turning the
flow valve fully clockwise and then fully anti-clockwise.
Remove the cover cap on the underside of the relevant control handle*.
Use adjustable or 17mm spanner to remove cartridge from housing.
If cleaning, rinse cartridge under a good flow of water, opening and closing cartridge to allow
water to access the internals. You may also wish to soak the cartridge in de-scaler.
Inspect tap housing for debris and clean with a cloth if necessary.
Apply a silicone based lubricant to the O-rings on the outside of the cartridge body.
Repeat steps 1-5 in reverse to re-install, checking for leaks.

*The overhead and handset are controlled on this model independently with a separate control handle for each function.
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CHANGE/CLEAN A THERMOSTATIC SHOWER CARTRIDGE
Drift Drench (Exposed Valve)
Encore Drench
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Isolate the hot and cold water supply
Test that both water supplies have been isolated correctly by turning the
flow valve fully clockwise and then fully anti-clockwise
Remove the thermostat control handle*
Use star head screwdriver to remove screw holding cover in place
Remove temperature stop ring
Loosen cartridge with adjustable spanner and slide out from valve housing
(on older models use Hex key to loosen grub screw on the base of the valve and slide cartridge out from valve housing)
If cleaning, rinse cartridge under a good flow of water, opening and closing cartridge to allow
water to access the internals. You may also wish to soak the cartridge in de-scaler
Inspect valve housing for debris and clean with a cloth if necessary
Apply a silicone based lubricant to the O-rings on the outside of the cartridge body
Screw cartridge in place and spanner tighten (or replace cartridge in valve housing and
tighten grub screw on older models)
To re-calibrate, un-isolate both water supplies and check for leaks
Replace cover and turn the valve clockwise to the fully cold position
Place a thermometer under the water flow and gradually turn the valve anti-clockwise
until you achieve 38°C
Remove the cover and replace the temperature stop ring with the stopper at the top centre
(see image). Take care to ensure the cartridge position is not adjusted
Replace the cover with the stop button also at top centre
Repeat steps 1-4 in reverse to re-install

*On the Encore drench this will be on the right hand side of the valve and the Drift drench on the left hand side of the valve.
On each model there is a grub screw located on the underside of the handle and when this is loosened the handle will slide off.

CHANGE / CLEAN EXPOSED SHOWER VALVE INLET FILTERS
Luca Drench
Encore Drench
Drift Drench
Luca bar valve
Eco bar valve
Luca Thermostatic Bath Shower Mixer
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Isolate the hot and cold water supply.
Test that both water supplies have been isolated correctly by turning the flow
valve fully clockwise and then fully anti-clockwise.
Use an adjustable spanner to remove the valve from the wall by loosening the hot and cold inlet nuts.
If inspecting filters on a drench shower it is recommend to first detach the riser rail from the valve and
remove from the wall fixing before loosening hot and cold inlet nuts.
Remove filters.
If cleaning, rinse filters under a good flow of water. You may also wish to soak the filters in de-scaler.
Insert filters and re-fit the valve to the wall outlets and tighten with the adjustable spanner.
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CHANGE / CLEAN A TAP AERATOR / FLOW STRAIGHTENER
Any basin or bath option
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The water supply does not need to be isolated to perform this procedure.
Use an adjustable spanner to loosen the aerator/flow straightener from the end of the spout.
Ensure that the rubber washer (if applicable) is also removed.
If cleaning, separate the component parts and soak in de-scaler.
Re-assemble the component parts and re-fit into the spout outlet.
Re-tighten with the spanner.
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